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WITH A BOOKBLIND DATE 

The Student Library
Advisory Committee
(SLACers) curated a
selection of options for
readers to take on a
blind date! The potential
reader only had the brief
“teaser” on the cover of
the wrapped book to go
on when they made their
selection! 
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Diverse Perspectives 
Book Club

Students, staff, and librarians meet and
discuss books on a theme, by Zoom at
6:30pm. This month's book is “When  The
Emperor Was Divine,” a book about the
Japanese internment during World War II.
Join us on March 31st!

Email us for more info:
iris.eichenlaub@fivetowns.net

Rockport Public LIbrary sponored a fun
mid-winter community craft in February:
to collectively create two thousand and
twenty-two flowers made of pipe
cleaners! The pipe cleaner bundles were
stationed all around town in businesses,
as well as our two libraries. What a fun
and cheerful way to brighten up our
community. The flowers are now
displayed in the Rockport Library. 

Rockport is Blooming!
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MIDWINTER
STRESS
RE-DUCK-TION
Our SLACers wanted to boost our spirits in January
with a theme of Stress Re-DUCK-tion in the ESVM
LIbrary! We had a guessing jar of tiny ducks, we had
tiny stickers EVERY DAY (not just Tuesday), we had
new, small jigsaw puzzles at the desk, and we had
tiny ducks hidden all over the library! If you found a
small duck, you could choose a prize from our bag
of fidgets or a nice mechanical pencil. Then
students would help us re-hide the ducks; we kept
re-hiding them during the week until the prizes ran
out. The SLACers painted these encouraging
window signs for our whole community to enjoy. 

Funding for this midwinter fun came from a
generous donation to our library from J.J. Abrams. 

We had tiny ducks hidden around the library for folks to find—for some
fun prizes! And a guessing jar, also full of tiny ducks! The winner of the

guessing jar was Brian Bland (‘22). Since he’s one of our SLACers we had
to be absolutely SURE the count was correct and we were not showing

favoritism. So we counted it four times! 


